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Discovery of a previously unrecorded proof state of 
John Henry’s 1770 Map of Virginia

One of the rarest colonial era maps of Virginia is A new and accurate map of

Virginia wherein most of the counties are laid down from actual surveys…by John

Henry, published in London in February, 1770, by Thomas Je�erys. Previously

published cartobibliographies and descriptions of this map have reported only

one known state of the map.

Yes, I realize this is supposed to be the North Carolina map blog. However, since

North Carolina is the “original Virginia”, I consider the topic fair game  .

John Henry’s 1770 four-sheet wall map is excessively rare, with approximately

a dozen surviving copies documented. It obviously was not a commercial

success on account of multiple reasons. First, Henry’s pleas to the Virginia

House of Burgesses for �nancial assistance were repeatedly rejected. Lacking

su�cient money for the project, Henry never measured all the roads of

Virginia, information he had proposed to include in his map. The resulting map

not only lacks those distances, but it lacks any roads at all! The locations of

multiple bridges are shown, but there are no roads leading to or from them.

http://blog.ncmaps.org/john-henrys-1770-map-of-virginia/
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Second, even though the map is the �rst map of Virginia to delineate county

boundaries and depicts new counties not present on the Fry-Je�erson map,

and despite the claim of accuracy implied by the title, the map was not highly

accurate:

Pownall in his Topographical description of North America says of Henry’s map:

“A map engraved by Je� erys and called ‘A new and accurate map of Virginia by

John Henry’ was published in 1770. I was in hopes to have derived information

from this, but upon examination of it, it appears to me to be a very inaccurate

compilation; defective in topography; and not very attentive even to geography;

the draughtsman or the engraver has totally omitted the South Branch of

Potomack River: nor is that curious and interesting piece of information, the

communication between the waters of Virginia and the waters of the Ohio,

which was known when this was published, marked in it.”

Third, John Henry died in 1773; he had a very narrow window after the initial

publication of the map to pursue corrections or revisions. According to one

source, John Henry sold the rights to the map to his son, Patrick, in May, 1770.

Correcting or revising his father’s map may not have been one of Patrick

Henry’s higher priorities on the eve of the Revolutionary War.

A recent announcement of a copy of the map for sale prompted an internet

search for digital images of the map. Upon inspecting the copy held by the

Biblioteca nacional de Espana (BNE), it became readily apparent that their copy

is an earlier state than all others for which on line images are available. The 2nd

state (or is it the 3rd – see comments) of the map contains many engraved

additions that are present only in manuscript on the BNE copy, leading to an

initial conclusion that the BNE copy was used as a template for the revisions to

the copper plates. However, the BNE copy also has adscititious features in

manuscript that are not part of the engraved 2nd state, and the 2nd state has

some engraved additions that are not present (engraved or manuscript) on the

BNE copy. This makes it di�cult to conclude with absolute certainty which is

the chicken, and which is the egg. Readers are requested to provide their
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opinions via the “What’s on your mind” comment box at the bottom of this

post. In the meantime, let’s take a look at several of the distinguishing features

between the 1st and 2nd states of John Henry’s map of Virginia.

Note: The �rst state images are from the digital scan of a map in the collection

of the Biblioteca nacional de Espana. The second state images are from the

digital scan of a map in the John Carter Brown Library.

On the �rst state, the place name and symbols for Peaks of Otter are in

manuscript  (below left); these are engraved on the later state (below right):

 

 

 

On the

�rst

state, Falmouth is added in manuscript across the river from Fredericksburg.

On the later state, Falmouth is engraved. Town symbols for Fredericksburg and

Falmouth are also added, though only one for Falmouth is seen in manuscript

on the �rst state. The later state also includes an engraved “The Falls” up river

from Falmouth; this text is not seen at all on the �rst state.

 

 

In

southwestern Virginia, there is a curious

group of mismatched manuscript annotations and plate revisions. Several

marks in the range of mountains on the �rst state suggest that small gaps in

http://bdh-rd.bne.es/viewer.vm?id=0000037772&page=1
http://jcb.lunaimaging.com/luna/servlet/s/ao1tp5
http://blog.ncmaps.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/1770-1-Otter.jpg
http://blog.ncmaps.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/1770-2-Otter.jpg
http://blog.ncmaps.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/1770-1-Falmouth.jpg
http://blog.ncmaps.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/1770-2-Falmouth.jpg
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the mountains (A, below left and right) should be �lled with mountains.

However, this did not occur on the later state. Further north, 3 manuscript

mountains close o� the south end of a valley on the �rst state, but only a single

engraved mountain symbol serves that purpose on the later state (B, below left

and right). Finally. just west of B, there are some hand drawn ink lines on the

�rst state for which no appreciable change to the plate is seen on the later state.

 

 

 

 

 

The most common change is the addition of multiple engraved court house

symbols for those counties which did not contain an engraved symbol on the

�rst state. Multiple new plantations or land owners are designated along the

rivers in manuscript on the �rst state and engraved on the later state. The

engraver’s imprint below the title on the later state, is only faintly seen in

manuscript on the 1st state (see below). The later state has a publisher imprint

bottom center below the neat line as well as longitudinal numbers at the top

and bottom; these are lacking on the 1st state. These are just a few of numerous

di�erences between the �rst and later states.

http://blog.ncmaps.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/1770-1-Mtn.jpg
http://blog.ncmaps.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/1770-2-Mtn.jpg
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Was the �rst state a publisher’s proof, not intended for public sale, or was it a

�rst production run? The evidence certainly favors the former. What is the

likelihood that a publisher’s proof would have been so beautifully colored?

Opinions of scholars of cartographic history would be greatly appreciated. One

can hope that a de�nitive answer still awaits discovery in the unpublished

historical records. I’d also love to hear the story of how this particular 1st state

copy ended up in Spain. ADDENDUM: Per the BNE, the Henry map of Virginia is

part of the Mendoza Collection. More details about this collection can be found

in the comment section.

Below are links to copies of the map that can be viewed on line, several images

being high resolution scans while others were just for illustration.

Biblioteca nacional de Espana, Madrid

http://bdh-rd.bne.es/viewer.vm?id=0000037772

 

John Carter Brown Library, Providence

http://jcb.lunaimaging.com/luna/servlet/s/0ctmin

 

http://bdh-rd.bne.es/viewer.vm?id=0000037772
http://jcb.lunaimaging.com/luna/servlet/s/0ctmin
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Library of Congress, Washington

http://www.loc.gov/item/74693087/

 

University of Virginia, Charlottesville

http://search.lib.virginia.edu/catalog/uva-lib:1563438/view

 

Library of Virginia, Richmond

http://digitool1.lva.lib.va.us:8881/R/?func=dbin-jump-full&object_id=15916

and

http://www.virginiamemory.com/docs/hires/Map_Virginia_Counties_HR.pdf

Also illustrated in Virginia in Maps

Colonial Williamsburg

http://emuseum.history.org/view/objects/asitem/Objects@22252/4?

showSite=mobile

Also illustrated in Degrees of Latitude

 

In addition to references cited in the footnotes below, readers may also be
interested in the following:

http://www.loc.gov/item/74693087/
http://search.lib.virginia.edu/catalog/uva-lib:1563438/view
http://digitool1.lva.lib.va.us:8881/R/?func=dbin-jump-full&object_id=15916
http://www.virginiamemory.com/docs/hires/Map_Virginia_Counties_HR.pdf
http://emuseum.history.org/view/objects/asitem/Objects@22252/4?showSite=mobile
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Degrees of Latitude by Margaret Beck Pritchard and Henry G. Taliaferro –

pp 200-203 contain excellent discussion of the publication history; the

public bantering carried on in the newspaper between Henry and his

detractors is most entertaining. Margaret and Henry’s bibliography

provides many excellent references.

The John Henry County Map of Virginia, 1770 ( 1977 Facsimile), with

introduction by Louis B. Wright.

To see other maps that have been “Re-stated” on the North Carolina Map

Blog, click here.

 

The following institutions hold (or are believed to hold) copies of the map:

Virginia Historical Society (2 copies, one of which is “imperfect”), Library of

Virginia, University of Virginia, Colonial Williamsburg, Harvard, Clements

Library, Massachusetts Historical Society, Library of Congress, British Library,

John Carter Brown Library, and Biblioteca nacional de Espana. A copy in private

hands prompted this search.  Census data provided by Luke Vavra, with minor

modi�cations.

Swem, Earl G., “Maps relating to Virginia in the Virginia State Library and

other Departments of the Commonwealth with the 17  and 18  Century Atlas-

Maps in the Library of Congress”, in Virginia State Library Bulletin, April, July,

1914, Vol. 7, Nos. 2 and 3 (Richmond, VA: Davis Bottom, Superintendent of

Public Printing, 1914), 67-68. http://goo.gl/YolS69

Phillips, P. Lee, Virginia Cartography: A bibliographical description (Washington,

DC: Smithsonian Institution, 1896), 56. http://goo.gl/aC9b1w

Henry, William Wirt, Patrick Henry Life, Correspondence and Speeches (New York,

NY: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1891), Vol. 1; 123. http://goo.gl/UcsdQj

th th

http://www.amazon.com/Degrees-Latitude-Mapping-Colonial-America/dp/0879352140
http://blog.ncmaps.org/index.php/tag/re-stating/
http://cartographicarts.com/
http://goo.gl/YolS69
http://goo.gl/aC9b1w
http://goo.gl/UcsdQj

